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LIVES OF THE PATRIARCHS

Biographies
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Dhyana Master Zi Jue (Self Enlightenment) of Lumen
(The Fifty-first Generation of Patriarchs)
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रણܜਃஐĄࣃஐ˯ૅĄᓝីำ֍ॿ
ु܅ЯቡĄ͠Ą˘࣎নҬώ
ԛĄᄝිඕშχᄙཱུĄᄙཱུར˞ᙝ
ਂĄಝ৯ন䚻ᜠ੪Ąर̙ᛇε৯
͠Ąѝۢ፶ߏͫĄฺሢೀкॡĄ྾ٚ
ОĄ͵౩ܝĄϯி͠ĄႽ̂гߏ
ጯˠ˘סགྷĄႽߏጯˠ˘ீĄ
ͽ࣎ீтߏགྷĄ˼༱ᆆӃ૱ม
ᕝĄኜˠᔘ࠻ᆃĄт࠻Ą
ҁဃኛಙ࣎Ѽڵ䋐Ą!
ψնԼԫຼ॰۞ᤚஃωΚຍਢն
Լԫऱඦࡲຼ॰۞ᤚஃΖ
ψஃ९ౖωΚຍۯలஃװה
ਈ९ౖஃΖψଖՂഘωΚڇ
ຍழଢΔ༉إሖࠩ९ౖஃՂഘᎅ
ऄΖᎅऱչᏖऄࡋΛψᜰᨋႆߠक़
ஔሐڂᒴωΚஃ༼ࠐנຍଡᨋႆ
ߠԱक़༉ஔሐԱऱຍጟڂᒴՕ୮
ᝑΖψቈֳωΚ߷Ꮦࠡխ༉ڶԫଈ℘
ቈΖ℘ቈਢຍᑌᎅऱΚ
ψԫଡමݮءۿωΚڶԫଡࣟ
۫༉ړቝමۿऱΔࠡኔլਢමΔ
ਢչᏖࡋΛਢ፰ဥࠝ߷ڇጻΖψ፰
ဥጻؚ፬ᇈωΚ፰ဥ༉ࠝ߷ڇଡ

The Master went to visit and study under Dhyana Master Jing of Chang
Ong Monastery. At that time Master Jing was going to enter the hall to
lecture. He used “How Dharma Master Ling Yun Became Enlightened
after Seeing Peach Blossoms” as a metaphor. The verse says:
At first, the form resembles a black plum.
It is a spider spinning a web to catch a dragonfly.
The dragonfly drops; both its wings are stuck.
How laughable! The black plum is biting a nail.
Dhyana Master Zi Jue burst out laughing and said, “Had I known the
lamp is fire, the rice could have been cooked a long time ago.” And
then he received certification after that. He became the abbot of Lumen
Monastery. He entered the hall and instructed the assembly: “All that is
within the great earth is a roll of a sutra for me, the cultivator. All that is
between heaven and earth is an eye of this cultivator. If you use this eye to
read this sutra for millions of kalpas without stopping, can you see this
sutra and read it? If you can see and read it, then I, this old monk, will
treat you to a pan-fried rice dumpling without rice and oil.”
Commentary:
Patriarchs of the Fifty-first Generation: Dhyana Master Zi Jue (Self
Enlightenment) of Lumen. This Dhyana Master is the 51st generation of
patriarchs of the Caodong School.
The Master went to visit and study under Dhyana Master Jing of
Chang Ong (Tall Elders) Monastery. At that time Master Jing was going
to enter the hall to lecture. What was he talking about? He used “How
Dharma Master Ling Yun (Magic Cloud) became enlightened after
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ጻࠐތ፬ᇈΔ،پࠐړΖ፬ᇈΔຍֱק
Ζψ፬ᇈᆵԱࠟᢰౕωΚຍଡ፬ᇈࠟ
ଡౕፎຟڶԱΔຟຍଡጻយװԱΖ
ψూම䚻ᥳಽωΚຍழଢլ堚ᄑΔ
ߠຍଡᑌΔ༉אਢଡමࠝ߷ڇন
ԫයᥳಽԫᑌΖ
ψஃլᤚ؈ూֳωΚຍ۞ۯᤚஃڇ
߷ࠝᦫՈ༉؈ᜢూԱΖూݙ༉ᎅԱΔψ
ڰवᗉਢ־Δ堩ᑵ༓ڍழωΚܴݺΔڰݺ
वሐຍଡᗉ༉ਢ־ऱᇩΔྦࢬݺऱ堩ڰ༉
ᇠᑵৰՆԱΖຍ༉ᎅչᏖࡋΛᗉਢ־Δ
ᎅহଚ۞ࢤ㠪༉ڶᣪఇΔױਢݺଚຟլव
ሐΖຍ۞ࢤ㠪༉־ڶΔྦ堩ڂ־ڶΔ
ݺ༉լ౨ྦԱΙݺૉवሐຍଡᗉ༉ਢ־Δ
ݺຍଡ堩ڰ༉ᑵԱΔڰ༉ړԱΖψሑࢭٱ
ಖωΚຍழଢ༉ࠩٱᢞΔᎅהኙΜ
ψຼנ॰ωΚຼࠩה॰ڝΔ߷ڇ
ֱࠝՁΖψقฒֳωΚ༉ኙՕฒՂഘ
ᎅऄΖψጐՕچਢᖂԳԫ࠴ᆖωΚጐဠ़
ՕچΔ༉ቝᖂԳݺऱԫ࠴ՕᆖԫᑌΖψጐ
ࡗਢᖂԳԫೋณωΚየ֚چ㠪Δຍ༉ਢ
ᖂԳݺऱԫೋณᅪΖψאຍଡณᦰڕਢ
ᆖωΚאຍࡗ㠪૿ԫೋณᅪࠐጐՕچ
ຍԫ࠴ᆖΔψՏᆄᏙܖൄྤၴឰωΚᦰࠩ
ՏᆄᏙ߷ܖᏖ९ՆऱழၴΔՈڶၴឰΖ
ψ壆ԳᝫᦰᏖωΚ߷Ꮦݺլवሐ܃
ଚۯٺΔ౨լ౨ຍଡՕچຍԫ࠴ᆖࡉຍ
ଡࡗ㠪ᢰԫೋณᅪࡋΛࢬא༉ംΔ܃ଚ
ۯٺᝫ౨ΕᦰႯΛψڕᦰωΚ
ڕ౨ΕᦰΔψ۔ቖᓮהଡྤۏई
䋐ωΚ۔ቖܴݺΔ༉ᓮ܃ԫଡլۏش
ऱຍጟᄾഔ)ᒳਊΚܛᄾ*ץΔຍጟऱई
䋐Ζ߷լۏشΔشչᏖאױຍଡई䋐
ࡋΛຍ༉ਢ܃უԫუΜ
ᙒ͠Ĉ ፶ࣧߏͫ!!͟͡Тځ
!
εᓏ˘৯!!ᆄۡீፖ
!
Ѽڵ䋐!!㗒ࢬ࠹Ӕ!!
!
லౣтң!!䚻ᜠ੪
ψᗉਢ־ΔֲִࣔٵωΚຍᗉࠐء༉ਢ
־ΔהᎅຍֲִຟԫᑌऱࣔΖ
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Seeing Peach Blossoms” as a metaphor. Dhyana Master Jing brought
up the case to the assembly about how Dharma Master Ling Yun became
enlightened upon seeing peach blossoms. There is a verse about this; the
verse says:
At first the form resembles a black plum. There is something
shaped like a black plum but actually, it is not a black plum. What is
it? It is a spider spinning a web to catch a dragonfly for its food. The
dragonfly drops; both its wings are stuck. The dragonfly lost its two
wings because they were stuck to the spider web. How laughable! The
black plum is biting a nail. From a distance, he couldn’t see clearly, so
he thought that it was a black plum biting a nail.
Dhyana Master Zi Jue (Self-Enlightened) burst out laughing.
Hearing what Dhyana Master Jing had said, he could not help but laugh.
And he said, “Had I know the lamp is fire, the rice could have been
cooked a long time ago.” The light in the room came from the flame in
the lamp. The lamp refers to the jewel that is within our self-nature. We
all have this jeweled pearl within our natures, but we just never realized
it. Since the rice cannot be cooked without the fire, I could not do my
cooking. Had I been aware that the fire (of the jeweled pearl) was there
within the lamp (of my self-nature), my rice could have been cooked
(enlightened) a long time ago. And then he received certification after
that. At that time, Dhyana Master Jing certified that he was correct.
He became the abbot of Lumen (Deer Gate) Monastery. He
entered the hall and instructed the assembly: “All that is within the
great earth is a roll of a sutra for me, the cultivator. All that is between
heaven and earth is an eye of this cultivator. If you use this eye to read
this sutra for millions of kalpas without stopping, can you see this
sutra? I don’t know if all of you would be able to see this sutra of the
great earth and read it with the eye of everything between heaven and
earth. If you can see and read it, then this old monk will treat you to a
pan-fried dumpling without rice and oil. How can one make pan-fried
dumplings without rice and oil? This is just to make you think.
Praise:
The light is the fire,
As bright as the sun and the moon.
Bursting into laughter,
The nose is vertical, and the eyes are horizontal.
A deep-fried rice dumpling without rice and oil,
I present this to you personally.
Just exactly what is it?
A plum biting a nail.
Commentary:
The light is the fire. After all, the light is just the fire. As bright as the
sun and the moon. The light is just as bright as the sun and the moon.

ψ؈ᜢԫూΔᏗऴณᖩωΚ߷ה؈ᜢ
ԫూऱழଢΔᏗࠐਢऴऱΔณᅪ༉ᖩ
ࠩᜭՂΙࢬאຍਢچءऱଅ٠Ζ
ψྤۏई䋐Δ㚍૿ઌܧωΚۏڶ
ऱຍଡई䋐Δኙ૿ࠐΔ܃္ܫݺΜ
ψฅຶڕ۶Δම䚻ᥳಽωΚߒຶਢ৻
ᏖᑌࡋΛ༉ቝ߷මپࠝ߷ڇᥳಽΖ
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ψຼ॰༇ृ۞ᤚቖωΚຼ॰ຍଡֱچऱ༇
ृਢᓴࡋΛהਢଡ۞ᤚቖΖψ༈ஃሐޣ
ᜣࣔωΚڣॹڇהऱழଢ༈ஃሐΔ
ࠩԫଡటإऱࣔػΔటإլᒫჁΖ
ψ۪㠪ᣪఇآ࿇ωΚהչᏖװנ
ࡋބΛ༉ڂ۪ࣚהڇ㠪ᙰऱᣪఇΔה
ࠩބڶΔڶ࿇ᤚࠩΔՈ༉ਢ۞ࢤऱڕრ
ఇڶהᚩΙࢬהא༉ٺሐΔሖࠩ९
ౖஃΖψᗉܛటڰ־वᚨωΚػࣔה
ᗉ༉ਢ־Δຍڰ༉ᚨᇠवሐऱΖ
ψՕچპቺઃᆖࠢωΚຍଡՕچპ
ቺΔᆄࠃᆄढຟڇຍࠝᎅऄΔࢬאຍპቺ
ՕچຟਢԫຝՕऱᆖࠢΖψࡗऄೋณ
ᅪωΚࡗऄ༉ਢݺଚᗑࠠೋณΔຍଡ
༉ਢݺଚటإऱཕᐝณΖ
ψฅຶڕ۶শশూωΚছ૿ᎅຍᏖ
ڍᇩΔ܃ᝫუംߒຶ৻ᏖᑌࡋΔڶݺ
শশూԱΖהూԫూΔᎅչᏖࡋΛψᏗऴ
ณᖩ֎ᚒωΚຍᏗਢऴऱΔณᅪਢᖩ
ऱΔ܃լ٦ᦗڍႮΜᚒΔ༉ਢᦗႮΖ

Bursting into laughter. The nose is vertical, and the eyes are
horizontal. He burst into laughter when he realized that the nose is
straight, and the eyes are set horizontally above the nose.
A pan-fried rice dumpling without rice and oil, I present this to
you personally. Come closer, I will tell you.
Just exactly what is it? After all, what is it? A plum biting a nail. It
is similar to the case of a plum biting a nail.
Another verse:
The Venerable Zi Jue of Lu Men Monastery is a self-enlightened
Sanghan.
He searched for teachers and looked for the Path in order to find
true wisdom.
The jewel in his clothes had not been discovered yet.
The light is the true fire—he should have known long ago.
The fine motes of dust of the great earth are all sutras.
The Dharma Realm within heaven and earth is an eye.
Just exactly what is it? Ha! Ha! Ha!
The nose is vertical, and the eyes are horizontal. Don’t nag!
Commentary:
The Venerable Zi Jue of Lumen Monastery is a self-enlightened
Sanghan. Who is the Venerable Master of this place of Lumen? He is
a self-enlightened monk. He searched for teachers and looked for the
Path in order to find true wisdom. Starting from a young age, he had
been looking for a teacher with true understanding in order to learn
wisdom.
The jewel in his clothes had not been discovered yet. Why did he
go out to search for a teacher? Because he had not discovered the jewel in
his clothes yet. He did not understand the as-you-wish pearl within the
self-nature. Therefore, he was searching everywhere until he met Dhyana
Master Jing. He realized that the light is the true fire—he should have
known long ago.
The fine motes of dust of the great earth are all sutras. The fine
motes of dust of the great earth and the myriads of things are all speaking
Dharma. All the motes of dust on earth are within one big roll of sutra.
The Dharma Realm within heaven and earth is an eye. This is our true
Wisdom Eye.
Just exactly what is it? Ha! Ha! Ha! I had talked so much. If you
must ask again, I can only laugh and laugh. What did he say after his
laughter? He said, “The nose is vertical, and the eyes are horizontal.
Don’t nag!” They are naturally set this way. Don’t nag me anymore!
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